
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of July 2018 

Roadwork: 

1. Marked trees behind Dollar General and Autozone that need cut. 

2. Had issue on Allens Road breaking up.  Used cold patch to repair. 

3. Bermed Allen, Pond Hill, Claverack Roads. 

4. Repaired ditch on Claverack above Connor’s.  It was cutting toward the 

road. 

5. Weed wacked retention pond, water shed sign on Lake Hill, Welcome to 

Wysox sign in Meyersburg, Dry Run on corner, and 187 and Hillside 

intersection.  Also on Glen Road around concrete barriers, bridge and guide 

rails up to the falls. 

6. Cut low limbs at Pond Hill cemetery. 

7. Cut trees, cleaned ditches and picked up limbs after heavy rain storms. 

8. Picked up old steel pipe (2) that we replaced on Pond Hill and took to 

Towanda Iron and Metal.  We received $132. 

9. Took backhoe to Laning Creek property to push off material that we 

received from PennDot. 

10. Removed stop sign that had been ran over at Endless Supply. 

11. Started to dig ditch out on Hollenback using backhoe with tool from BCCD. 

12. Cleaned under tables and cleaned grills out at boat launch. 

13. Slurry seal complete on Country View and Spencer. 

14. Boat ramp washed out on end filled back in with material. 

Trucks and Equipment: 

1. Replaced roller on mower. 

2. Replaced weed eater head. 

3. Cleaned trucks, backhoe, and tractor. 

4. Checked fluids in all trucks and equipment. 

5. Truck 1 inspected needed nothing. 

6. Installed talk around radio in new backhoe.  Needed to purchase antenna 

and cable. 



7. Having issues with JD tractor.  Changed fuel filters and hydraulic filter.  Still 

had issues with it quitting so we took it to Rovendale. 

Office and Buildings: 

1. Attended flagger training course – good for 3 years. 

2. Ordered salt and cinders. 

3. Purchased mowing ahead signs. 

 


